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Glen Canyon Dam Adaptive Management Work Group 
Agenda Item Information 

February 19-20, 2014 

Agenda Item  
Long-Term Experimental and Management Plan (LTEMP) EIS Update 

Action Requested 
 Information item only. 

Presenter 
Rob Billerbeck, National Park Service (NPS) 
Glen Knowles, Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation) 
Kirk LaGory, Argonne National Lab 
Mike Runge, U.S. Geological Survey, Patuxent Wildlife Research Center 

Previous Action Taken  

 Other 
December 2009: Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar announced that the development of a 
Long-Term Experimental and Management Plan (LTEMP) for Glen Canyon Dam was 
needed. The Secretary emphasized the inclusion of stakeholders, particularly those in the 
Glen Canyon Dam Adaptive Management Program (GDAMP), in the development of the 
LTEMP. 
 
November 2011: Public scoping meetings were held in Phoenix, Flagstaff, Page, Salt Lake 
City, Las Vegas, and Denver. A webcast was also held to capture participation from those 
that could not attend in person. 
 
April 4-5, 2012: A public workshop was held in Flagstaff, AZ to receive feedback on the 
preliminary alternative concepts. 
 
April 30, 2012: The Secretary of the Interior responded to a recommendation from the 
AMWG by stating, “With respect to the report of the Socioeconomic Ad Hoc Group, I 
appreciate the comprehensive nature of the program and plan proposed, and the support of 
the AMWG for the implementation of these socioeconomic impact assessment studies. I am 
directing the interagency team for the Department of the Interior to communicate to the 
AMWG the specific studies and activities that should be prioritized for utilization as part of 
the ongoing National Environmental Policy Act process to develop a Long Term 
Experimental and Management Plan (LTEMP) for Glen Canyon Dam. The Technical Work 
Group can then identify information needs and research priorities not addressed through the 
LTEMP process so that the [Grand] Canyon Monitoring and Research Center can refine and 
develop a work plan.” 
 
August 30, 2012: Motion (moved by Larry Stevens and seconded by Ted Rampton): 
AMWG requests that the February 2013 AMWG meeting agenda include a detailed 
description of the LTEMP alternatives; time for discussion and identification of issues, 
questions, and concerns; and possible development of a recommendation from non-DOI 
AMWG members. 



LTEMP EIS, continued 
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Relevant Science 
Science and research completed since the GCDAMP was established will be used in the 
development of the EIS and assessment of impacts. 

Background Information  
The Department of the Interior (Department), through Reclamation and NPS, is preparing a draft 
EIS for adoption of the LTEMP for the operation of Glen Canyon Dam.  The purpose of the 
proposed LTEMP is to utilize current, and develop additional, scientific information to better 
inform Departmental decisions and to operate the dam in such a manner as to improve and protect 
important downstream resources while maintaining compliance with the GCPA, the Law of the 
River, and the Endangered Species Act, among others, and to fully evaluate dam operations and 
identify management actions and experimental options that will provide a framework for adaptively 
managing Glen Canyon Dam over the next 15 to 20 years, consistent with the GCPA and other 
provisions of applicable Federal law.  
 
The LTEMP EIS Team will review progress made since the last AMWG meeting in August 2013 
including a review of the current set of draft alternatives, a review of the current draft set of 
resource goals and performance metrics, and the next steps for decision analysis.  The Team will 
also provide an update on upcoming planned meetings and the current schedule for completion of 
the DEIS. 
 
 


